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Conflict across the cosmos. New frontiers discovered. What it means to be human

reimagined.Dreams of tomorrow become reality in this third collection of bestselling authors and

newly emerging writers from Sci-Fi Bridge. From the inner worlds of unforgettable characters to

alien planets at the farthest reaches of our galaxy and beyond, our writers examine the human

experience from within and without. Who are we as a species? Who do we want to be? How do we

achieve that greatest vision of ourselves for us and our children?You&apos;ll wonder at the

possibilities of what we can accomplish together. You might even come to believe that a better

tomorrow can be more than a dream....Foreword by Chris Fox"Centurion" by M.G.

Herron"Geospermia" by Patty Jansen"Storming the Norse Wind" by M.D. Cooper"The Far Side of

Psyche" by Rhett C. Bruno"The Genesis Revelation" by Hall & Beaulieu"Latecomers" by Chris

Ward"Fool&apos;s Gold" by Zen DiPietro"The Tribe" by Andreas Christensen"The Theta Patient" by

Chris Dietzel"The Last Ship" by Chris Pourteau"Taken For a Walk" by Justin Sloan"Playing Doctor"

by Robert Jeschonek"Awaken Me, Paper Robot" by A.K. Meek"Refurbished" by Artie

Cabrera"Steel&apos;s First Temper" by David VanDyke"Siren Song" by Jon Frater"Digital

Commander" by J.S. Morin"Little Blue" by Chris ReherWant to know more about Sci-Fi Bridge? Visit

our site at scifibridge.com and subscribe to receive giveaways and great Sci-Fi deals straight to your

inbox.
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At the Helm 3 is a terrific collection of outer-space fiction.CenturionA walk on an alien planet leads

to a dangerous adventure and a new friendship in this entertaining story.GeospermiaA potato

farmer and giant pandas on Mars! This is a quick, fun story about a girl searching for her

brother.Storming the Norse WindAn action packed story about a battle on a spaceship.The Far Side

of PsycheThe space race between the US and Russia leads to a dangerous discovery in this

thrilling story that is reminiscent of Gravity.LatecomersEarth's last hope in an alien invasion is a

ninety year old woman in this funny adventure.The TribeIn a savage world people from different

backgrounds fight to survive in this fast paced story.The Theta PatientA doctor tries to keep his

head down in a totalitarian state in this chilling story.The Last ShipA battle story with a twist- a

spaceship seeks to destroy the last of their enemies.Taken for a WalkAn unusual pet goes for a

walk in this entertaining story which may leave you considering how well you take care of your own

pets.There are more stories in the book, and I will add more as I finish reading them.I received an

ARC copy of this book. This is my honest and voluntary review.

4.5 stars. I received this book as an ARC in exchange for my honest review. As I norm I do not read

short stories for the simple fact that if they are good it irritates me to not have more of it. This book

did exactly that. Each story is well written and left me wanting more. They were each entertaining

and intriguing. Well done authors!

Interesting short stories by several wonderful authors. Each written with awesome well-woven plots.

Thrilling! If you love good sci-fi, donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t pass up this gem.

Most are about 30 minutes long, and they are all unique. Some are more interesting than others, of

course, but nearly all are worth reading.

Great anthology! It's sometimes hard to find a collection of short sci-fi stories, and this is a really

nice one. I liked some stories more than others (obviously!) but overall, it was a great reading



experience.

Great series, great value. If you are obsessive about checking out new writing talent in this genre

like I am, then you will definitely get your click's worth out of this awesome anthology.

Personally, 17 authors are just way too much for an anthology, this was my initial thought, yet, I

bravely dug in, and then I began to realize why they came together in the first place. A variety of

different authors equals a variety of unique, interesting and well written tales bound to keep each

reader engaged.Al-Khemet Book ClubAugust 2017

Bought b/c I was in a sci-fi mood. Didn't realize how hooked I'd become to it! Great stories!!
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